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Furniture Living Room Bedroom Kitchen &amp; Dining Bar Home Office MORE + All Products on Sale (5,770) 20% Off or More (2,457) 30% Off or More (1,702) 40% Off or More (1,208) 50% Off or More (730) Under $306 (4,471) $306 - $531 (4,471) $531 - $920 (4,471) $920+ (4,471) $ to $ Everly Quinn East Urban Home (66,505)
Overstock (50,101) Orren Ellis (38,740) Apt2B (31,255) Red Barrel Studio® (30,146) MORE + Wayfair North America (11,384) Wayfair (6,499) MORE + East Urban Home - Furniture Overstock - Furniture Orren Ellis - Furniture Apt2B - Furniture Red Barrel Studio® - Furniture Clear all Refine By All Products on Sale (3,427) 20% Off or
More (1,494) 30% Off or More (1,026) 40% Off or More (744) 50% Off or More (443) Under $311 (2,733) $311 - $531 (2,733) $531 - $883 (2,733) $883+ (2,733) $ to $ Everly Quinn East Urban Home (51,975) Apt2B (29,664) Overstock (20,055) Red Barrel Studio® (16,919) Orren Ellis (16,043) MORE + Wayfair North America (6,993)
Wayfair (3,936) MORE + East Urban Home - Living Room Furniture Apt2B - Living room furniture Overstock - Living room furniture Red Barrel Studio® - Living room furniture Orren Ellis - Living room furniture clear all sales +10 colors | 5 Sizes $29 ($14.50 per item) $90Open Box Price: From $21Block the light of spoiling a Sunday
morning sleep-in, add some privacy to your ensemble, and regulate the temperature of the room with this must-have blacked-out curtain. Made from 100% polyester, it offers support that makes it a functional addition to your stay. With its sleekly padded silhouette and solid finish, this piece is a versatile accent that works in both classic
and contemporary environments. Plus, grommets on top make for a simple installation. Material: PolyesterLight Filtration: BlackoutLiner or Backing Included: NoPieces Included: 2-PC Set Includes: 2 Window PanelsCleaning Method: Machine WashableSale + 3 Colors $115$199.99This minimalist metal floor lamp showcases a sleek sleek
line design, a stylish modern finish, and a tapered drum shadow wrapped in beautiful linen. Whether it's behind the sofa, sitting next to your bed or stationed in the office, the minimalist appeal of this lamp can work anywhere. Product Type: Task/ReadingNumber of Lights: 1Switch Type: Foot switch: 10'' H x 17.5'' W x 17.5'' DBase: 12'' W
x 12'' D+5 Colours | 4 Sizes $513 $1,080Options Available on Open BoxSweet dreams are more like chic dreams as you snooze on this stylish platform bed. Set atop slender acrylic legs for fashion-forward flair, this piece is made with a solid-birchwood frame, foam filling, and velvet trim for a glamorous and inviting look. An included slat
kit replaces the need for a box spring, so you can put your favorite mattress upright once this bed is assembled. Swoon-worthy Not just for the show, the clean lined channel tufting along the headboard is... Frame material: Solid WoodUpholstery WoodUpholstery VelvetBox Spring Required: NoAdult Assembly Required: YesCompatible
with Adjustable Bed: Yes + 2 Colors $225Open Box Price: From $191.25Bookcases are not just for keeping, well, books! While they are ideal homes for your paperbacks, they are also perfect for creating framed family photos, keeping baskets filled with accessories and exhibiting your potted plants. Take this for example: made of steel,
the openwork frame features a tightly lined silhouette. Frame Material: MetalShelf Material: GlassAdult Assembly Required: Yes + 2 Colors $324$389.05Fed framed family photos, well thumbed novels, and artful accents on this etagere bookcase, perfect for adding a personal touch to a scheme in your home. Made of metal, this piece
strikes a tightly lined silhouette with curved upper accents and four glass layers. An ailing finish fits the open frame for a vintage vibe this high design provides ample display space while helping you make the most of your square footage. Assembly is required. Frame material: MetalShelf Material: GlassAdult Assembly Required: Yes
$1,003 $1,200Overall: 31'' H x 84'' W x 34'' DProduct Care: Wipe clean with a dry clothDesign: StandardOverall Product Weight: 111.54lb. Adult Assembly required: YesSale+2 Colors $73$88.99Bring luxury design to your home with this eye-catching Mirrored Hexagon Vanity Tray. This large hexagonal tray can be used as a decorative
accent on an Ottoman to keep your drinks or on your vanity to form the organization. It can also be used on a coffee table or an entrance console table. This drawer is made of mirrored glass and metal with a metallic leaf finish. The hexagonal shape has cut out metal sides that work as handles for easy to wear. Bring a chic and
glamorous decorative... Material: MetalOverall: 20'' W x 20'' L x 2.25'' HOverall Product Weight: 4.6lb. Product type: StandardBase Material: Ceramics; MetalOverall: 26'' H x 11'' W x 11'' DNumber of Lights: 1Bulb Included: Yes+2 Colors$360,380.99Create an instant oasis in any living room with this decadent tufted rectangular bench.
Extravagant yet versatile, the opulent navy velvet trim is paired with a classic brass finish on chic modern legs. Use it as a coffee table or extra seating. Main material: UpholsteredMain Material details: VelvetUpholstered: YesUpholstery Material: VelvetWeight Capacity: 550lb. Sale+2 Colors$661$825.05Show off family photos, favorite
novels, and other artful accents on this etagere bookcase! Made of metal, this piece has a tightly lined silhouette with curved upper accents and an open frame for a sleek, airy look. Adding an elegant vintage vibe, the frame is finished with details that add to the overall intrigue. Rounding out the look, 4 glass shelves provide the perfect
perch for all your most beloved trinkets and tchotchkes. Frame material: MetalShelf Material: GlassAdult GlassAdult Required: JaBlending timeless features with modern design elements, this Chesterfield loveseat will elevate any living room. Nailhead trim, diamond button tufting, and twisted oak-finished legs are thoughtful classic
touches, while the sleek track arms and grey velvet trim lend the piece of contemporary appeal. The best part? Only partial assembly is required. Then, prop the supplied pillows on the crowded seat cushions and voila! Worth it! Alert: The slender sofa is filled with foam and... In short: 31'' H x 62'' W x 34'' DProduct Care: Wipe clean with a
dry clothDesign: StandardOverall Product Weight: 86.46lb. Adult meeting required: Yes+4 Colors | 2 Sizes $45This Velvet Sheen Curtain features a gorgeous worn velvet look and a plush hand. Luxury fabrication is both modern and transitional with a touch of simplicity. Perfect for creating a trendy or opulent aesthetic in any room of the
house. Panel has rod pocket and back tab hanging options. 4 inch rod bag/tabs are recommended with up to a 1.5 inch rod for maximum movement. Curtain rod not included. Sold as a single curtain. 100% Poly Velvet. Easy care, machine washable. Material: VelvetLight Filtration: Room DarkeningLiner or Backing Included: NoCleaning
Method: Machine washableSale +3 Colors $72$86.99Trays are often seen as tools to serve, but this is all style. Made of metal, the frame is finished in gold, silver and black for a touch of glamour and incorporates an elongated hexagonal silhouette. A mirrored base adds extra depth and dimension, making it especially suitable for more
traditional aesthetics. A versatile piece to add to your interior, it's perfect for excelling atop the dining table or entrance console. Not safe for food. Material: MetalOverall: 8'' W x 26'' L x 2.25'' HOverall Product Weight: 3lb. Place these metal planters in any modern, Bohemian or modern mid-century space to elevate the design and offer a
set of attractive vases for your plants. The glossy surface features a relief diamond texture and is accentuated with a set of metallic gold legs. Once you've added your greenery, use one or both as traditional planters for the floor or as a dramatic table centerpiece. Capacity: 160oz. Drainage holes: NoOverall: 16'' H x 10,5'' W x 10.5''
DMaterial: MetalThe refined starburst mirror adds style and dimension to every room. This unique mirror is quite large to provide a focal point that will turn any empty space into a beauty. Overall: 45'' H x 45'' W x 0,5'' DOverall Product Weight: 18lb. Framed: YesThe blue-green finish of these metal planters is a calming accent for the
bathroom, foyer, especially when against a neutral wall. With its shiny surface, the planters feature embossed design and sit atop a set of golden legs. Versatile pieces that complement many styles, each planter of the set is a great centerpiece or container for for Plants. Capacity: 160oz. Drainage holes: NoOverall: 20'' H x 17'' H x 14'' H x
12'' W x 10'' W x 8'' W x 12'' D x 1 10'' D x 8'' DMaterial: MetalSale$296$531Open Box Price: $251.60A high-end look – without the high-end price tag. Made of steel, this fantastic fixture features an openwork quatrefoil design sure to grab cans. The four candelabra-inspired lights really bring the shine, but it's the oil-instep bronze and
antique brass finishes we can't get enough of. (We're all about mixed metals these days.) Why we love it: This piece fits perfectly with classic *or* contemporary settings. Number of lamps: 4Fixture Design: Candle StyleAdjustable Hanging Length: YesFixture: 24.25'' H x 22.25'' W x 22.25'' DOverall Weight: 7.26lb. Imagine showing a
dynamic, modern wall shelf that also offers a unique alternative to your traditional art or wall décor. That's the focal point you get when you hang up the Hitchcock Mid-Century Wall Shelf. Inspired by architectural design, the Hitchcock Shelf has a 3-dimensional geometric frame constructed of iron, with two refined rubber wood planks. It
stands as a striking statement piece with its robust 33.75 x 17.5 size, drawing the eye in and becoming one of the dominant ... Total: 33.75'' H x 18'' W x 7.5'' DOverall Product Weight: 5.8lb. Individual shelf weight capacity: 10 lb. Material: MetalWall Installation Required: YesProduct Type: BedsideBase Material: MarbleOverall: 16'' H x 8''
W x 8'' DNumber of Lights: 1Bulb Included: Yes+5 Colors$1.67/sq. Ft. With an abstract flair and subtle poignant, this wallpaper roll has a contemporary edge. The design glistens against a rich backdrop. Total width: 20.5''Square Footage per roll: 56.4square feetApplication Type: Unp pastedAll Product Weight: 1.76lb. Unplawn details:
Slice the Wall $180$279.99Open Box Price: $135Make a statement with this attractive table lamp. The unique blue textured base will show you great sense of style as you complement the room décor. It's really a stretch to be envied. Product type: StandardBase Material: CeramicOverall: 26'' H x 16'' W x 16'' DNumber of Lights: 1Switch
Type: Rotary Socket+2 Colors $270$438W a look that is both contemporary and retro? Then refresh your space with this cool chair that recalls mid-century seating. Weight capacity: 250 lb. Product Care: Easy to clean, simple fabric or spot clean with a vacuum cleaner in low position as neededLevel: Partial AssemblySwivel: NoFrame
Material: Manufactured WoodThe 1 Drawer Nightstand adds elegant refinement to the bedroom with an open-air back, subtlety compelling brass accents, and convenient storage space including a pull-out board. Color: BrownFrame Material: Solid + Manufactured WoodAdult Assembly required: NoNumber of Drawers: 1Number of
Shelves: 2This floor lamp brings a contemporary flair to bedrooms, living rooms, living rooms, foyers alike. The base offers a classic style and sturdy structure, while two-tier adjustable shades add that finishing touch that makes this floor lamp both beautiful and very useful for illuminating any space. Product type: TreeNumber of Lights:
2Overall Dimensions: 65'' H x 12'' W x 12'' DSwitch Type: Foot SwitchBase Width - Side to Side: 12''+3 Colors$46$56.99This beautiful framed wall art is an attractive addition to any décor, bringing home the feeling of relaxation. Very nice styling fit for bedroom, bath, or living room. With a single look, you'll be sure you'll look your best, this
piece is designed in LA and built into Mexico, printed in gallery-quality giclée. Framed under glass with a recycled polystyrene frame, this wonderful work is sure to bring inspiration to your space, and your purchase supports environmentally friendly production standards. Overall: 20'' H x 16'' W x 1.25'' DOverall Product Weight: 6lb. Sale+3
Colors$440 ($220 per item)$650.99Dinner party-ready. This curvy statement piece features elegant velvet upholstery, high-density foam padding, and retro-inspired design-the crescent-shaped back and sleek, brass coated aluminum legs create a slim, oblique profile. Main material: Upholstered Concealed material: Velvet weight
capacity: 275 lb. Seat height - Floor to chair: 18.5''Sale$315 ($157.50 per item)$380.10This set of two stools are the symbol of elegance. The clean straight legs are perfectly matched to a thick padded seat with fabric. Their size makes them perfect to nestle under a console or vanity table, ready to pull out in an instant and use anywhere
in your home. Console table offered separately Weight capacity: 280 lb. Out of use: NoFrame Material: MetalUpholstery Material: Faux leatherSMade as Table: NoSale +3 Colors $53 $58.99This beautiful framed wall art is an attractive addition to any décor, brings home the feeling of relaxation. Very nice styling fit for bedroom, bath, or
living room. With a single look, you'll be sure you'll look your best, this piece is designed in LA and built into Mexico, printed in gallery-quality giclée. Framed under glass with a recycled polystyrene frame, this wonderful work is sure to bring inspiration to your space, and your purchase supports environmentally friendly production
standards. Overall: 20'' H x 16'' W x 1.25'' DOverall Product Weight: 6lb. Brighten up every corner of the house with this stool. Add to a room that already has blue, turquoise or gray. Place a few decorative objects in the same shade of chartreuse in the room and tie the pieces together for a beautiful and cohesive look. Weight capacity:
200 lb. Out of service: NoFrame Material: MetalUpholstery Material: 100% Polyester 2 Colors $440 $700This mirror embodies both modern and traditional with a streamlined frame in a handiwork burnt antique brass finish. Overall: 44'' H x 32'' W x 1'' DOverall Product Weight: 30lb. Framed: Framed: simplistic but immersive carpets from
the collection serve effortlessly as the exemplary representation of modern décor. They're made in China. Spot clean only. Overall: 36'' H x 36'' W x 4'' DOverall Product Weight: 9.5lb. Framed: YesOverall Depth - Front to Back: 1.25''Sale+8 Sizes$40 - $410$56.94Instantly elevate your living room, master suite, dining room, and more with
this area back. Handmade in India from polyester chenille, it is supported with cotton for extra durability. An abstract design adds a subtle pop of pattern in the two-tone shade of your choice, while the array of sizes makes it easy to add to almost any space. To keep your new purchase in place and reduce slipping and sliding, we
recommend adding a carpet path (not included) underneath. Bonus: it's safe to use on heated... Stack height: 0.4''Construction: HandmadeMaterial: PolyesterLocation: Indoor Use Only+3 Colors$51$57.99This beautiful framed wall art is an attractive addition to any décor, bringing home the feeling of relaxation. Very nice styling fit for
bedroom, bath, or living room. With a single look, you'll be sure you'll look your best, this piece is designed in LA and built into Mexico, printed in gallery-quality giclée. Framed under glass with a recycled polystyrene frame, this wonderful work is sure to bring inspiration to your space, and your purchase supports environmentally friendly
production standards. Overall: 16'' H x 16'' W x 1,25'' DOverall Product Weight: 6lb.+10 Colours | 5 sizes $1,150 $1,249Kies from a variety of fresh colors to give this versatile platform bed the look you want, from charming to ultra-chic. Designed with slanted wings, this upholstered platform offers handmade quality and designer detail for
great value. Frame material: Metal; Solid + Manufactured WoodUpholstery Material: Polyester BlendBox Spring Required: NoAdult Assembly Required: YesCompatible with Adjustable Bed: NoTheze gold decorative trays make any setting extra special. Use to serve or display in each room of the house. Place glass encapsulated candles
on each and place one on the dining table and one on the coffee table. Material: MetalFinish: GoldOverall: 6.5'' W x 19'' L x 1'' HOverall Product Weight: 1.75lb.+2 Colors | 2 Options $3,412Slim, sleek, and oh-so-refined. This showstopping sectional adds quiet drama to every room thanks to its oblique arms, clean lines, and solid metal,
brass-finished legs. Experience premium comfort thanks to high-density foam in the seat cushions and a plush, spring-servih mix in the back. Fancy house party, here you come. Storage included: NoOrientation: ReversibleNumber of Pieces: 2Overall: 32'' H x 102.5'' W x 64'' DSeat Height - Floor to Seat: 17'''Go beyond ordinary floating
wall boards with a dynamic, geometric shelf with an abundant amount of storage. The Wall Shelf is a circular accent piece that brings a glamorous yet modern flair to your home with striking, metal frame and slim planks. Thanks to its timeless, elegant style, this round shelf looks excellent in any living room, bedroom, entrance or even
kitchen. You also use it as an area to store creams, lotions, zepen and other pharmacy needs in your master... FULLY ASSEMBLED: Any Wall Shelf ships with no assembly required and all included hanging hardwareSale + 3 Colors $415 $550.99Geometric molded drawers take this bite table from practical storage to must-have
statement piece. It is made of made wood in a glossy painted finish. With two drawers, expand your living room storage to fit everything from room refresher spray to magazines. This end table features unique, bright pulls in the form of faceted crystal points attached with bronze-finish hardware. Tapered, capped legs add a mid-century



touch. Why we love it: Honeycomb shaping is having an important moment... Top Material: Manufactured WoodBase Material: Manufactured WoodIntegrated Wireless Charging Surface: NoAdult Assembly Required: YesOverall Depth - Front to Back: 1.25'''''This first single bathroom sink vanity will add a level of sophistication and class to
a bathroom décor. The intersection of timeless design and innovative modern production processes merge harmoniously to ensure that the finishes and functions of each vanity are as reliable as their undeniable beauty. It is built of 100% hardwood and not chipboard, creating high-class vanity that is designed to last a lifetime. The marble
counter-top, ceramic sink, lend faith to the durability and... Top material: StoneBase Material: Solid WoodOverall: 36'' H x 30'' W x 21.5'' DMounting Location: FreestandingUlt Assembly Required: Yes +3 Colors $178 $312Ider deserves to enjoy the benefits of good design in the home, and now everyone can. Inspired by a painter and
master antique-finder, this Lehn 2-light candle walllight blends classically with contemporary, sacrificing no quality along the way. This designed with thoughtful simplicity, and each fixture embodies form and function in perfect harmony. Less clutter and more creativity, it's achievable high design. Overall: 12.5'' H x 6.75'' W x 4''
DDimmable: NoPower Source: HardwiredDry, Damp or Wet Location Listed: DampProduct Type: StandardBase Material: MetalOverall: 24'' H x 11'' W x 11'' DberNum of Lights: 1Bulb Included: Yes Yes
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